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Abstract. In recent years, various sensors are embedded into a so-called
smartphone. A human-probe community is paying great attention to a
smartpohne as a sensing node because it allows users to participate sens-
ing activity easily. However, on-body localization of a sensor is critical
issue if we utilize a smartphone as a sensing platform for human-probe.
For instance, acceleration, temperature or humidity values are affected
significantly by on-body position of a terminal.

In this paper, we propose a human-probe system that considers on-
body position of a sensor. A general architecture is presented, and a
heatstroke alert map is implemented, which visualizes a risk of heatstroke
by taking into account on-body position of a sensor. Additionally, we
introduce TALESEA, which is an external environmental sensing module
for an Android smartphone.

Keywords: environmental sensing, human-probe, heatstroke,
smartphone, on-body positional of a device.

1 Introduction

Recent advancement of technologies such as Micro Electro Mechanical Systems
(MEMS), high performance and low power computation has allowed a mobile
phone to be augmented with various sensors and to extract contextual infor-
mation of a user, a device and/or environment. A new sensing paradigm called
human-probe (or people-centric sensing and participatory sensing) aims at re-
alizing large scale sensing without any pre-installed infrastructure, in which a
sensor-augmented mobile phone is getting great attention as a sensing node
because it allows users to participate sensing activities easily [8,11].

However, the ease of carrying a “sensor node” introduces an issue. According
to a study of phone carrying, 17% of people determine the position of storing a
smartphone based on contextual restrictions, e.g. no pocket in the T-shirt, too
large phone size for a pants pocket, comfort for an ongoing activity [4]. These
factors vary throughout the day, and thus the users change the positions in a day.
This suggests that a context, on-body position of a sensor, has great potentials in
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improving the quality of sensor-dependent services. In the paradigm of human-
probe, the storing position of a mobile phone terminal is considered as a key
context for reliable measurement [12,16].

In this paper, we propose a human-probe system that utilizes the positional
information of a sensor node (smartphone) as a meta-data for improving the
quality of sensing. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 exam-
ines related work in terms of human-probe with a smartphone. The necessity of
taking into account the position of a sensor on the body is pointed out in Section
3, and a framework for a reliable human-probe system is proposed. A USB sen-
sor module for Android-based terminal, TALESEA, is developed in Section 4.
Section 5 describes a map visualization of heatstroke risk level as an application.
Finally, Section 6 concludes the paper with future work.

2 Related Work

Smartphone-based environmental sensing is getting attention due to the popu-
larity of a smartphone and the existence of communication infrastructure [8,11].
Lane et al. argued the importance of sensor context [11] for reliable sensing, in
which the position of sensor on the body is a representative of a sensor con-
text. NoiseTube[16] is a smartphone-based noise level sensing system, in which
the possibility of conflicting the normal use of a mobile phone with the use of
a noise level meter is pointed out. This means, for example, carrying a phone
terminal in a trousers pocket might provide different measurement result from a
terminal hanging from the neck. Furthermore, Miyaki et al. proposed a concept
of sensonomy [13], in which environmental state of a city, e.g. CO2 concentra-
tion, temperature, humidity and air pressure, is visualized using a data collection
module attached to a smartphone; however, the visualization might contain data
from inappropriate sensing conditions since the storing position of the micro-
phone (terminal) was not taken into account. In human-probe, the positioning
information on the earth, e.g. latitude, longitude and the orientation, is usually
captured by GPS receiver, compass and gyroscope along with the target sensor
data. Interesting findings are that even these sensors are affected by the storing
position [19,2]. These facts suggest that the position of a sensor (smartphone)
on the body should be taken into account in reliable human-probe system.

On-body position sensing is recently getting attention to researchers in ma-
chine learning and ubiquitous computing communities [7,10,15,18]. Vahdatpour
et al. recently proposed a method to identify 6 regions on the body, e.g. head,
upper arm, for health and medical monitoring systems [18]. A preliminary work
by Shi et al. seeks a method of on-body positioning of a mobile device into typical
containers such as a trousers’ pocket. Inertial sensors are utilized in these work.
By contrast, Miluzzo et al. proposes a framework of recognizing the position of
a mobile phone on the body using multiple sensors [12]. In their initial stage, a
simple placement, i.e. inside or outside pocket, is subject to detect using an em-
bedded microphone. We have also investigated a method to identify nine typical
positions on the body including bags [6] as well as an application framework [7].
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3 On-body Placement-Aware Human-Probe System

We show an experiment to confirm the on-body positional dependency of an
environmental status, and then a human-probe system is proposed.

3.1 Placement-Dependency of Environmental Measurement

We can imagine that the temperature and humidity sensor readings might have
difference among various storing positions on our body, e.g. neck, chest pocket
and trousers pocket; however, it is not clear “how” different each other. A data
collection was conducted in August 2011 to understand the dependency of the
temperature and humidity sensor readings on storing positions. Four positions of
a sensor on our body were chosen: front/back pocket of trousers, chest pocket,
and around the neck (hanging), which are popular for storing a smartphone.
Note that “hanging from the neck” has a special meaning because the sensor
can measure an ideal air condition and be utilized in the comparison. The data
were collected from at most six participants who stored sensors in the four posi-
tions in 20-30 minutes’ walking on a road paved with asphalt. Tiny data loggers
(SHTDL-1/2 [17]) were utilized in the data collection.

To see the difference between an ideal measurement condition and the oth-
ers, scatter plots are generated so that the horizontal axis indicates the measure-
ment from a sensor hanging from the neck, while the measurement from the other
positions are represented by the vertical axis: from a sensor in a chest pocket
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Fig. 1. The difference of measurements in storing positions. (Left: neck vs. chest pocket.
Left: neck vs. front pocket of trousers.) Note that “neck” is an ideal sensing condition
due to the openness to the air.
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(Fig.1 top), and a front pocket of trousers (bottom). Here, the relationship be-
tween the neck and the trousers back pocket is similar to that of trousers front
pocket. The plots on the diagonal line represent that the measurement from the
neck and the chest pocket (or front pocket of trousers) are equal. These figures
show that there is a small difference between chest pocket and neck, while the
difference is large between trousers pockets and the neck. We consider that this
is because the outside temperature is very high and a trousers pocket shaded the
sensor from the sun’s heat. By contrast, in case of the chest pocket, the heat might
not be shaded since a chest pocket is nearly exposed to the air. These positional
dependency may degrade the quality of data analysis based on collected data.

3.2 General Architecture

We propose a human-probe system, which consists of target sensor, on-body
sensor position recognition, and position handling components on the smart-
phone side, while data sharing platform and applications run on the Internet side
(see Figure 2).

• 
• 
• 

Fig. 2. Basic Framework of an On-body Position-Aware Human-Probe System

The sensor position is tracked by a component that runs as a Service of
Android OS [7]. Then, the positional information is utilized as metadata of
original sensed data, in which it is utilized to filter out the data from undesired
position or calibrate the data from the trousers front pocket, for example, to
the one as obtained from the “neck”. Furthermore, a participant of a human-
probe campaign may be asked to put a smartphone on a desired position if
necessary. The processed data or the raw data with positional information are
sent to a data sharing service on the internet such as Pachube in conjunction
with global coordinates and timestamps. The shared data are further analyzed
to understand the current environmental states in a particular area or predict
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the futuristic states. For a consumer application, heat map visualization is often
utilized. In the future, a pedestrian or cyclist navigation might be provided based
on collected temperature dat, in which a route is suggested to a user to avoid
heatstroke or burn.

4 Sensor Module for Android-Based Smartphone Sensing

In this section, we describe the design and implementation of a sensor module
for Android-based smartphone sensing.

4.1 Overview of TALESEA

A smartphone at this moment is employing a wide range of sensing modality,
e.g. audio, proximity, light level, magnetic field; however, a class of environmen-
tal sensors, e.g. temperature, humidity, CO2, ultra violet, have not yet been
integrated into a smartphone. To accelerate smartphone-based environmental
sensing, TALESEA (Tiny, Adjunctive and Lightweight Environmental-Sensing
for Extending Andoid) was developed. TALESEA consists of a micro-controller
(Arduino Pro mini (8MHz, 3.3 V)) and communicates with Android USB-API
that is supported Android OS 3.1 or later. Any sensor and output element can be
connected to the micro-controller; a temperature and relative humidity sensor
(Sensirion Inc.’s SHT-71 [14]) is currently supported. Fig. 3-a) shows the ap-
pearance of TALESEA attached to Samsung’s Galaxy NEXUS. The dimension
is W48×H15×D30[mm], and the weight is 19[g].
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Fig. 3. Andoid-based terminal and TALESEA: a) appearance and b) software
components

4.2 Software Components

Fig. 3-b) illustrates the software components on the TALEASA’s side and
Android-based terminal. TALESEA Driver Service periodically sends a com-
mand to Arduino Controller running in TALESEA, which runs in the back-
ground as a Service of Android. A command includes a sensing request, an
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output request, e.g turning on/off on-board LED, rotating a motor by 30 de-
grees, and a request of referring/updating an internal state of TALESEA. The
latest value from a sensor is overridden on a table of DB (SQLite) that offers
asynchronous access to user applications. Here, special API is provided so that
it can encapsulate Android Contents Provider API from application developers.

5 Map Visualization of Heatstroke Risk Level:
An Application

Based on the framework, we implemented a map visualization system for
heatstroke alert as an application.

5.1 Demands for Sharing Heatstroke Risk Level

In recent years, the number of people suffered from heatstroke is increasing,
which is considered due to global high temperatures. In Japan, various consumer
products for heatstroke risk alert have been available on the market, e.g. [5]. The
information is, however, the level of heatstroke risk at the moment, i.e. around a
user. It is difficult to find the route to the station with lowest risk, for example.
On the other hand, a web application provides a current state of forecast of the
level of risk at any location based on the information from a weather station;
however, the spatial resolution of the information is limited to city-level. So,
sharing the local measurements with global position has the potential to improve
the spatial resolution and allow querying the risk level at any location.

5.2 Leveraging the Positional Information of Measurement Device

Heatstroke occurs due to thermoregulatory dysfunction under heat stress.
WBGT is considered to be the most informative index for environmental thermal
conditions that reflects the probability of heatstroke because it comprises of three
important factors: air temperature, air humidity, and radiant heat [3]. However,
due to the large form factor of a globe thermometer, a consumer portable device
utilizes an approximate formula [9] without the term of radiant heat as shown
below.

WBGT = 0.567× Ta+ 0.393× E(Ta,Rh) + 3.94 (1)

E(Ta,Rh) = (Rh/100)× 6.105× exp((7.27× Ta)/(237.7 + Ta)) (2)

Here,Ta andRh represent the air temperature and relative humidity, respectively,
that are easily measured in daily life.

People would not mind if the device is carried in a desirable manner. As
described in Section 3.1, the temperature and relative humidity measurement
might not be correct if the device is not outside or not open to the air, e.g.
in the front pocket of trousers. The calculated WBGT value is also affected
by the on-body positional dependency. The lower-than-actual level of the risk
by an under-estimate might make a user careless. In this application, the on-
body position of the device is explicitly presented to a user to facilitate the
interpretation of the reliability of the calculated WBGT by him/herself.
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5.3 Implementation

An uploading application on the terminal side gets latest temperature and rela-
tive humidity values from local DB, and calculate an approximate WBGT value.
A global positioning information is obtained from GPS receiver on a terminal. In
addition to these basic data, the level of risk of heatstroke (1 to 5) is determined
based on the range of WBGT value [1], which is often utilized for a consumer
heatstroke alert device as a user-friendly indicator, e.g. [5].
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Fig. 4. Visualization of collected data on a map: (a) the icon with storing position of
a sensor and the level of heatstroke risk, (b) plots on a map, and (c) detailed view

These types of information are shared and visualized on commercial web-
services. The data from terminals are shared on Pachube, which is an open
scaleable platform that realizes Internet of Things by connecting any device
and sharing data securely. An application component on the terminal utilized
jPachube, a Java wrapper for Pachube’s API, to post the data to Pachube. The
collected information is visualized using Google Map API, in which an icon
and the border indicate the storing position and the level of heatstroke risk,
respectively (Fig. 4-(a) and (b)). Detailed information can further be obtained
by clicking an icon (Fig. 4-(c)).

Fig. 5 shows a code snippet of the uploading application. The information of
a storing position is updated every time the sensor position recognition com-
ponent (Fig. 2) detects a new position and set to an instance variable pos via
onReceivemethod. In runmethod, the data are obtained from DB (line 12-14 of
Fig. 5), the risk level is estimated (line 15). Then, the rawdata, the risk level and
the storing position are sent to Pachube (line 16). As shown in line 8,12,13 and
14, the access to TALESEA is encapsulated by TALESEA class, which allows an
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Fig. 5. Code snippet of the heatstroke risk visualization application

application developer to concentrate on handling the application data rather
than handling USB communication or DB access throughout proprietary APIs.

6 Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we proposed a human-probe system that takes into account the
position of a mobile phone terminal (with sensors) on the body. We showed
a positional dependency of temperature and relative humidity sensor readings,
which implies the quality of collected data by human-probe might be low un-
less the storing position of a sensor is not considered. A visualization sys-
tem of heatstroke risk level was implemented based on a basic framework of
on-body localization-aware human-probe system. A tiny sensor module for an
Android-based smartphone was investigated.

Current version of the visualization system simply shows the storing position
as a self-interpretive data for a user. However, another type of information can
be considered, which provide a calibrated value, i.e. measured outside, and the
possibility of over- or under-estimation of the measurement from a current posi-
tion. In [20], we have already proposed a calibration method based on regression
models that are provided for each storing position, which will be tested after
refinement of the regression models based on large amount of data. We will fi-
nally investigate the appropriate way of visualization through various level of
utilization of the positional information of a sensor.
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